Get Involved at saha!

What's new
this month?
Over the last month the Customer Insight Team have been
working with residents to finalise the Commitment to You
consultation.
The consultation has been taking place over the last few months
and looks to create a new offer to residents on how we will
provide our services.
Reviewing the Nat Fed - Together with Tenants Charter, the saha
offer and best practice the groups have provided valuable
feedback to saha on what is important to them.

T4R are pleased to welcome two
new members to the group Angela and Russell joined the
group this month and are based
in the North of England.

Get Involved PodcastEpisode 6 - This week!
Have you been listening to the T4R podcast?
The podcasts have covered:
An introduction to the podcast, Who T4R are, An
interview with the Customer Insight Team, Having
your say with guest Leesa Openshaw. Rachel Callow
has also appeared on the podcast, talking about how
Get Involved influences housing.

Later episodes feature interviews with Head's of
service: Andrew Smith and Rick Higgins.

TPAS

TPAS (Tenant Participation Advisory Service) are a leading national organisation that help provide best practice and
training to help improve resident involvement.
saha are members of TPAS, if you would like to access the knowledge base or find out more about the webinars just
contact the CIT team who can help.
Training covers a number of topics including: asking the right questions, confidence building, getting involved and much
more!

saha Rewards
saha Rewards is an exciting opportunity for saha residents to give us regular
feedback on our services and plans for the future. In return, you will receive points
which can be exchanged for gift vouchers.
Each activity allows residents to collect points. The number varies depending on the
activity, these points can then be converted to vouchers of their choice.
Residents can take part in saha Rewards online, via texts, phone, Whatsapp and post
which ever way suits them!
If you have someone who you think would be interested just give the team a call!

1. REWARDING EXPERIENCE

What are the
benefits to
Get Involved?

We will ensure that Getting involved is an
enjoyable and rewarding experience.

2. DEVELOP NEW SKILLS
Working with saha and other residents will
allow residents to use and develop a range of
skills from working as part of a team to
interpreting data and writing reports.

3. IMPROVE SERVICES
By Getting involved residents will also improve
the service provided to all saha residents by
sharing their experiences and opinions on
service improvements.

T4R chair why
involvement is
important
"saha’s strategic focus is on Transforming Lives.
The organisation tries to do this through meeting,
amongst other things, the physical and mental needs
of individuals. In my case this means that, as an older
single person, I am able to reside in an affordable
home where I feel safe and valued. In addition I am
encouraged to get involved in activities that enable me
to 'have a say' in issues that affect me and other
residents. Being part of the saha family has certainly
transformed my life"..

